
The Weekly Kidz Club Meeting 
Eagerly greet and welcome children at the entrance. Parents should be made to feel 
assured that this is a safe and fun environment for their children. The class normally 
lasts the entire time scheduled for adult activities. The time should be separated into 
several segments: Listen One, Listen Two, and Listen Three. These time segments will 
be broken down and explained under the itinerary. The needs of the children will help 
you decide the order and the length of each segment. Children respond well to 
consistency, so try to follow the same order each week, except on special occasions.


Kidz Club Itinerary 

Listen! Listen! Listen! 

I. God Listens to Us:


The basic elements of the first Listen are:


1. Welcome – make everyone feel at home


2. Teaching of Principle – use Flash Cards and suggested visuals


3. Pledges


4. Songs


5. Exciting Testimonies


6. Prayer


7. Crazy Time—Suggested examples are given with each lesson. Some


preparation is needed at times. All items and directions are listed in the Kidz Club 
Lesson Plan Book.




II. We Listen to Each Other:


1. Group Game Time—May be used to reinforce the goals and aims of the lesson. 
Suggested examples are given with each lesson plan in the Kidz Club Lesson Plan 
Book. Some preparation might be needed at times. 


2. Snack Time


3. Kidz Challenge Time—Break into small groups for students to say challenges and 
work on memory verses. Workers and helpers can motivate students by doing the 
workbooks with students.


III. We Listen to God:


1. Bible Baffle –Bible verse and suggested ways of teaching are given with each lesson 
in the Kidz Club Lesson Plan Book. Some preparation might be necessary.


2. Songs


3. Lesson—Suggested lessons are given for each week in Kidz Club Lesson Plan 
Book. The final lesson plans are geared toward special occasions and can be inserted 
when needed. Use these as springboards to meet the needs of your individual 
students.


4. Box Mania—An entire page in Kidz Club Lesson Plan Book is devoted to this great 
fun time. Use it as a motivational tool to leave your students with a high for the 
evening.


Once the evening has completed be sure to take the children in an orderly manner to 
where the adults meet and pass out any awards they earned in the challenge book in 
front of the adults and then at the end of the award time dismiss the children to their 
parents before dismissing the adults ensuring that children return home with the 
parents that brought them. All this is designed to encourage parents to come back the 
next week.


